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In this paper, Taking the appearance journalists in “News Investigations” as the 
research object. The author is trying to propose some practical skills and principles on 
the basis of the systemic studies in terms of the interview styles and features in “News 
Investigations”. The paper includes five parts: 
The introduction section includes the background, significance, research 
methodology and literature review. The author collected the interview theories, 
investigation report and the literature of appearance journalists at home and broad. In 
addition to this, the author has also pointed out the deficiencies of existing research.   
The first chapter is a synthesis of relevant theories, including communication and 
linguistics theories from which some practical reporting theories related to news 
coverage and appearance report can be extracted as the basis for later analysis. The 
second chapter is about the development history of “News Investigations” and 
interview style of appearance journalists. After reviewing the development process of 
“News Investigations” in the past fifteen years, the author conducted a study of 
review style from some typical appearance journalists. The third chapter which 
analyzed the review style of appearance journalists in “News Investigations” is the 
main part of this article. By tracking some representative excellent programs and 
appearance journalists, the author draw out a series of conclusions and comparison 
analysis. The writer also analyzed the review skills and languages of appearance 
journalists from the verbal symbols and non-verbal symbols. To make it specifically, 
after choosing a four part interview process as an entry point, the author generally 
analyzed the overall language style and skills of appearance journalists. In the forth 
chapter, the author described the existing deficiencies and gave some relevant 
recommendations. Finally, the part of conclusion contains the summary of the fruitful 
results, weakness of the paper and the suggestion for the future research. 
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流等大型活动，1997 年因此被称为直播年。以 1997 年为标志，中国电视开始进
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